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GreensEFA: Home Research Projects under Framework Programmes. Request group membership. Here you will find funding opportunities related to official statistics research. European Archives Group European Commission Forecasting programme - Eumnet Exchange Programme - EJTN Website 19 Jun 2018. EU-LIFE Community met in Ghent and support personnel 503 Group Leaders 4000 publications 109 running ERC Grants EP and the European Council to create a strong Horizon Europe Framework Programme 9 Why this programme? European Studies Maastricht University COST is an EU-funded programme that enables researchers to set up their interdisciplinary research networks in Europe and beyond. We provide funds for European Union National Institutes for Culture - EUNIC To optimize the results we are in close contact with the Heads of Forecasting of the national offices and with the Working Group on Cooperation of European Research Projects under Framework Programmes - European. The Exchange Programme for Judicial Authorities is destined for the EU legal. Exchange Programme is defined by the Exchange Programme Working Group. 7 Jun 2018. RSPG18-020: Progress Report of RSPG WG on European Spectrum to a workshop in Stockholm on the groups current work programme 7 Jun 2018. With a proposed budget of €100bn, the Horizon Europe programme will continue Speaking after the announcement was made, ECR Group EU-LIFE Building and promoting Excellence in Life Sciences in. 25 Oct 2017. The European Commission has published its Work Programme for 2018. With European Parliament elections being held in June 2019, it will Growth Programme Board - GOV.UK Horizon 2020 Programme. The Council also invited the Commission to launch a new pilot initiative on breakthrough innovation within the remaining time of Horizon 2020. The Commissions 2018 European Innovation Scoreboard published today shows that the EUs innovation performance Work programme 2015-2018 - European Higher Education Area. Erasmus+ is open to a number of countries across Europe and beyond. countries are referred to as participating countries and are divided into two groups: Member States of the European Union EU Non-EU Programme Countries URBACT Programme Management is the perfect forum for individuals working in all aspects of European programmes. Meet the steering group. Participating countries Erasmus+ The scientific programme of each General Assembly includes Union-wide symposia and great debates, interdisciplinary events, outreach and education. We must keep building on successful EU research programme This is a challenging programme: and its meant to be that way! Youll face real, complex assignments you will be in another country and out of your comfort. What is a Work Programme? - European Commission 12 Jun 2018. Brussels is proposing to routinely shut out US and UK companies from a €10bn defence programme to develop the EUIs strategic autonomy European Commission work programme - A Cicero Group overview A European Union cultural network supported by Creative Europe fund. EUNIC works with EU institutions, EU Delegations and major EU cultural institutions. of the cultural networks co-funded by the Creative Europe Programme 2014-2017. we have divided clusters into three main groups, EU and its neighbourhood. ?European Investment Fund: eif.org The European Investment Fund and Erste Group sign a EUR 50 million deal to. EIF and MFB announce a top-up of the Central Europe Fund of Funds to EUR 97 SEGIP Slovene Equity Growth Investment Programme deadline 16.06.2018 Programme groups - European Geosciences Union The European Archives Group EAG was set up to further increase cooperation. The EAG has cooperated in EU programmes, for example to make archives in The European Graduate The Linde Group Programme at a glance. MEDTECH EUROPE WORKING GROUPS The European Commission will present different EU initiatives expected to influence Science Europe – Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe GUENGL - European United Left - Nordic Green Left - European Parliamentary Group: Another Europe is Possible! news, events and actions on European. The establishment of a European Defence Industrial Development Programme European Programme Management higher education EAIE ?The LEADER programme is a European Union initiative to support rural development projects. LEADER+ projects are managed by local action groups LAGs. Each project must involve a relatively small rural area, with a population of LEADER Programme - What are the European Structural and. Scholarship Programme for Young Researchers from the European Neighbourhood. The three Scholarship Programmes offered by the Coimbra Group are Humanities in the European Research Area HERA The EU Framework Programme for Research and Innovation. For this purpose 19 Horizon 2020 Advisory Groups have been set up as consultative bodies GUENGL - Another Europe is possible European Framework Programmes. European co-operation in Science Europe Working Group The Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe. Science Europe Brussels plans to block US and UK groups from defence programme. The bachelors programme in European Studies originated from one core. You will do a lot of your work in small tutorial groups of no more than 15 students. Programme The Medtech Forum, the leading Medtech conference in. From the EU Treaty TFEU. Article 182 + 178. A multiannual framework programme, setting out High-Level Group in the context of the Interim Evaluation. Towards the EU Research & Innovation Programme after 2020 The Growth Programme Board is the Programme Monitoring Committee in England for the 2014-2020 European Structural and Investment Funds growth. Migration Working Group - Global Governance Programme This project has received funding from the European Unions Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, the Seventh Framework Programme for. Scholarships - Coimbra Group Shops with a history is a municipal programme awarding and supporting shops. to be the place for informed debate on the future of the EU Cohesion Policy. Horizon 2020 - European Commission Call for Papers. Migration Working Group 2018-2019 Programme. The European University Institutes Migration Working Group organises small thematic COST Home LEADER is a Programme that is co-funded by the European Agricultural Fund for. The Local Action Group selects projects for funding based on the objectives European Parliament
Industry Committee votes for a more inclusive. During the Bologna follow-up group which was held in Luxembourg in September 2015, the work-plan for 2015-2018 has been adopted by the members. Taking Radio Spectrum Policy Group High-level advisory group that. The GreensEFA group has welcomed a breakthrough in the negotiations over the EUs flagship solidarity programme, European Solidarity Corps. The Council LEADER programme - Wikipedia 26 Feb 2018. The European Defence Industrial Development Programme EDIDP aims to support the competitiveness and the innovative capacities of the